The explicit considerations of the previous sections thus show that it is indeed possible to extend the usual methods of polarization parameters to the study of the dynamics of higher spin ensembles. In the present paper we have deliberately restricted ourselves to the case of spin 1, since the algebraic methods developed here become quite tedious for higher spins, though no diS. t=v, or e, or p, . Ke make no assumption about the spin or strangeness change in the transition n -+ P. We will consistently neglect the charge of /, but may include other electromagnetic eR'ects. The various correlations that may be measured among the momenta and polarizations of n, p, l, &, may be closed as either scalar (if the experiment is arranged to be space-inversion invariant) or pseudoscalar (e.g. , a e. p correlation). The total decay rate is of course a scalar.
The interaction Hamiltonian for such decays is given bỹ = J&,"Vn V.+J&, "'4n "Vsf,+J&, ' 'pi(ized')p.
+J~'"'O'E(6a')y~P, +H.c.
The operators Jq&~~) and J~&~'~' ) are "currents" involving strongly interacting fields. (2) Therefore the pure terms (V V" AP A") a.nd the V.A', U' A interference must be symmetric under l~v, while the V. V', A A', and V'. A' terms must be antisymmetric. If a scalar is measured, the V V', V A', A V', A' A terms drop out; if a pseudoscalar correlation is measured these are the only terms that don' t drop out.
(B) For a transition n -+ P (where we may measure the momenta and polarizations of a, P, but must sum over the mornenta and polarization of l and v) the decay rate will contain terms quadratic in J), (v) 
LIn the limit ml=0, (6) 4114~( )=(P 4'R Jrrr(R) Yr, r, P(R)R~) , (13) i+'0
ORz~(e) = 5Ez~(1), P(2L+1) j" (17) BRz~ ( (1) is analogously related to the electric 2~-pole moment for the analogous y transition. The p transition is parity favored, and therefore pure electric, so that the magnitude of the EJ moment, and thus of BRz~(1) and 5Kz~(n), is given by the decay rate for the y transition. For example, if the nuclear level scheme is as shown in Fig. 1, then (18) and (17), we obtain a strict lower bound on the p-decay rate T(p), independent of any nuclear model. Neglecting Coulomb effects, we obtain for the decay scheme of Fig. 1, 
